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Abstract
A Cayley map M is a 2-cell embedding of a Cayley graph in an orientable surface with
the same orientation (the induced permutation of generators) at each vertex. The concept of a
skew-morphism generalizes several concepts previously studied with respect to regular Cayley
maps, and allows for a uni4ed theory of regular Cayley maps and their automorphism groups.
Using algebraic properties of skew-morphisms of groups we reprove or extend some previ-
ously known results and obtain several new ones. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
The focus of our paper is on highly symmetric 2-cell embeddings of graphs on closed
orientable surfaces. Being one of the basic notions in topological graph theory, graph
embeddings have been the center of interest for over two decades (e.g. [12]), and regu-
lar maps, i.e., graph embeddings whose full automorphism groups act transitively on the
set of oriented edges of the underlying graphs, have played a prominent role in the 4eld.
The two central questions of the study of regular maps are—4rst, the problem of
characterization of closed orientable surfaces that support regular maps—and second,
the characterization of regularly embeddable graphs [5]. Due to their underlying group
structure, Cayley maps are inherently highly symmetrical, and have been the natural
4rst choice for the study of these problems.
One of the 4rst results concerning regular Cayley maps is due to Biggs [1], who was
the 4rst to notice that the existence of a certain group automorphism of the underlying
group is su>cient for the regularity of what we call today a balanced Cayley map.
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His results were later extended by ,Sir-a,n and ,Skoviera in the series of articles [15–17],
who proved the existence of the Biggs’s group automorphism to be both su>cient and
necessary, introduced antibalanced Cayley maps, and characterized regular antibalanced
Cayley maps via the existence of what they call an antiautomorphism. The paper [6]
builds further on these results and introduces the concept of a rotary mapping and
rotary extension (see also [7]), which allowed for both a characterization of all regular
Cayley maps as well as a structural description of the automorphism groups of Cayley
maps. The concepts introduced in [6] have also been used for the characterization of
those Cayley graphs that admit a regular embedding as a Cayley map [8], several
constructions of in4nite families of regular Cayley maps [9], and a classi4cation of
automorphism groups of Cayley maps [10]. (For the sake of completeness of this
account, let us also mention a diJerent approach based on the study of the dart groups
of regular maps introduced by Richter et al. in [14] that allowed to develop a very
interesting formal theory of Cayley maps.)
In our paper we generalize and unify the theory developed in [1,15–17,6–10] by
introducing the concept of a skew-morphism. We reprove and extend several of the
results included in the papers mentioned above and address a special version of one
of the two central problems of the theory of regular maps, namely, the problem of the
classi4cation of 4nite groups admitting a regular Cayley map (which has been solved
only for a limited number of 4nite groups, see [12,13]).
2. Preliminaries
Let G be a group and X be a set of generators for G that is unit-free and symmetric,
i.e., 1G ∈ X and x−1 ∈ X for each x ∈ X . A Cayley graph  = C(G; X ) is a simple
loopless graph with the set of elements of G serving as the vertex set V () and two
vertices g and h adjacent if and only if h−1g ∈ X . Observe that, by the symmetry
condition on X , we have h−1g ∈ X if and only if g−1h ∈ X , so the resulting Cayley
graph is well de4ned (and undirected).
The automorphism group Aut(C(G; X )) of a Cayley graph is the group of all per-
mutations ’ of G preserving the edge structure of C(G; X ), that is, ’(g)−1’(gx) ∈ X
for all g ∈ G and x ∈ X . It easily follows that the set of left translations La de4ned
for each element a ∈ G by La(g) = ag forms a subgroup of Aut(C(G; X )) isomorphic
to the underlying group G. As this action of G on itself is transitive, every Cayley
graph C(G; X ) is vertex-transitive.
Let  = C(G; X ) be a Cayley graph. Each edge of  can be endowed with two
possible orientations, and we shall represent the oriented edges (arcs) of  by ordered
pairs of elements g ∈ G and x ∈ X , with (g; x) standing for the arc emanating from
the vertex g and terminating at the vertex gx. Clearly, if G is a 4nite group, then 
has |G| · |X | arcs.
Given any cyclic permutation p of the generating set X , a Cayley map M =
CM (G; X; p) is a 2-cell embedding of the graph C(G; X ) on an oriented surface such
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that for each vertex g, the cyclic permutation of the arcs (g; x); x ∈ X , induced by a
4xed orientation of the surface coincides with p. In other words, for each x ∈ X the
arc (g; p(x)) immediately follows the arc (g; x) when traveling around the vertex g on
the surface in the given orientation. In order to describe the Cayley map algebraically,
two permutations of the set D(M) of arcs of M are of particular importance: The
arc-reversing involution T de4ned by means of the formula T (g; x) = (gx; x−1), and
the rotation R de4ned by R(g; x) = (g; p(x)). The automorphism group Aut(M) of
the Cayley map M = CM (G; X; p) is the group of all permutations of the set D(M)
preserving the map structure (i.e., the incidence of vertices, edges, and faces) of M
and the orientation of the surface.
Like in the case of Cayley graphs, in a Cayley map M=CM (G; X; p) the action of G
on itself via left multiplication induces, for each element a of G, a map automorphism
La of M such that La(g; x)= (ag; x), for all g ∈ G and x ∈ X . Thus, the automorphism
group Aut(M) of a Cayley map M=CM (G; X; p) acts transitively on the set of vertices
of M via a copy of G, and |G| 6 |Aut(M)|. Moreover, it is well-known [3] that the
automorphism group of any 2-cell embedding of a (connected) graph into an orientable
surface (not just of a Cayley map) acts semiregularly on the set of arcs of the map, i.e.,
the stabilizer of each of the arcs in Aut(M) is a trivial group. This implies the upper
bound |Aut(M)| 6 |D(M)| = |G| · |X |, when G is 4nite. In the case when the group
Aut(M) acts regularly on D(M) (or, for 4nite groups G, when |Aut(M)|= |G| · |X |),
we say that the map M is regular. Hence, regular Cayley maps are Cayley maps with
the richest possible (orientation preserving) automorphism group.
A Cayley map M =CM (G; X; p) that satis4es the condition p(x−1)=p(x)−1 for all
x ∈ X is said to be balanced [1]. More generally, the map is said to be k-balanced [6]
if pk(x−1) = (pk(x))−1 and antibalanced [16] if p(x−1) = (p−1(x))−1, for all x ∈ X .
A balanced Cayley map CM (G; X; p) is regular if and only if there exists a group
automorphism  of G whose restriction to X is equal to p; |X =p; [1,15]. Following
[16,17], an antiautomorphism  of G is a permutation of G stabilizing the identity,
(1G) = 1G, and satisfying the property (ab) = (a)|a|(b), where |a| ∈ {1;−1} is
de4ned for each element a ∈ G and preserved by the multiplication in G; |ab|= |a| |b|.
As it was proved in [16], an antibalanced Cayley map CM (G; X; p) is regular if and
only if there exists an antiautomorphism  on G such that |X = p.
The above two results are further generalized in the concept of a rotary mapping
introduced in [6]. A permutation  on G is a rotary mapping of the Cayley map
M =CM (G; X; p) if  satis4es for all a ∈ G and x ∈ X the following three properties:
(i) (1G) = 1G,
(ii) (a)−1(ax) ∈ X ,
(iii) (a)−1(ap(x)) = p((a)−1(ax))
(i.e.,  is a graph automorphism of C(G; X ) stabilizing the identity, and ‘commuting’
with p on X ). The analogue of the results of Biggs [1] and ,Sir-a,n and ,Skoviera [15,16]
mentioned above asserts that a Cayley map M = CM (G; X; p) is regular if and only
if there exists a rotary mapping  on G whose restriction to X is equal to p, i.e.,
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|X = p [6]. Replacing condition (iii) from the de4nition of a rotary mapping by the
condition
(iii′) (a)−1(a(x)) = ((a)−1(ax)),
which does not include the permutation p, allows one to formulate a characterization
of groups G admitting a regular Cayley map CM (G; X; p): A group G admits a regular
Cayley map if and only if there exists a permutation  on G that preserves the identity
1G, has an orbit X that is a unit-free symmetric generating set for G, and satis4es (ii)
and (iii′) for all a ∈ G and x ∈ X [8]. However, this characterization is hard to use
for classifying 4nite groups admitting regular Cayley maps as it essentially requires
considering all the identity preserving permutations on G instead of, say, considering
the much smaller group of automorphisms or antiautomorphisms of G.
The concept of a skew-morphism, to be introduced in the following section, will
reduce the number of permutations that need to be considered and will be a much
closer analogue of the balanced and antibalanced cases.
3. Skew-morphisms
The de4nition of a skew-morphism can be viewed as an extension of the concept of
an antiautomorphism. Let G be a group. A permutation ’ : G → G is a skew-morphism
of G if it stabilizes the unit element of G, that is, ’(1G) = 1G, and for each g in G
there exists a non-negative integer i such that
’(gh) = ’(g)’i(h); (1)
for all h ∈ G. The order of ’ is the smallest positive integer n for which ’n is the
identity permutation idG.
Clearly, any group automorphism  of G is a skew-morphism with i=1 for all g ∈ G
as well as any antiautomorphism of G is a skew-morphism with i ∈ {1; n− 1} where
n is the order of  . Although we have not included into the de4nition any algebraic
restrictions similar to the requirement |gh|= |g||h|, many of them follow automatically
from formula (1). First, we shall observe that the powers i satisfying (1) are, in a
sense, uniquely determined.
Lemma 1. Let G be a group and let ’ be a skew-morphism of G of a ;nite order n.
Then for each g in G there is a unique non-negative integer (g)¡n satisfying the
identity ’(gh) = ’(g)’(g)(h) for all h ∈ G.
Proof. Let g be an element of G, and let i be any non-negative integer satisfying
(1) for all h ∈ G. Then i = nq + r, where 0 6 r ¡n, and ’(gh) = ’(g)’i(h) =
’(g)’nq+r(h)=’(g)’nq(’r(h))=’(g)’r(h) for all h ∈ G. Thus, for each g in G there
exists at least one non-negative power r=: (g) satisfying (1) and smaller than n.
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For uniqueness, let r1 and r2 be non-negative integers smaller than n that satisfy
(1) for all h (and a 4xed g). Then ’(gh)=’(g)’r1 (h) and ’(gh)=’(g)’r2 (h) which
implies ’r1 (h)=’r2 (h) and ’r2−r1 (h)=h for all h ∈ G. Thus, r2− r1 must be divisible
by the order n of ’. Since both r1 and r2 are assumed to be smaller than n, this implies
that r1 = r2.
It follows from the above lemma that each skew-morphism ’ of G determines
a mapping  :G → {0; 1; : : : ; n − 1} which we will refer to as the power function
of ’. Thus, for all g∈G we have 06 (g)¡n, where n is the order of ’, and
’(gh)=’(g)’(g)(h) for all h ∈ G. Further, note that if ’ is not the identity mapping
then (g)¿ 0 for all g ∈ G. Indeed, the assumption (g)= 0 for some g ∈ G implies,
in particular, that 1G =’(1G)=’(gg−1)=’(g)’0(g−1)=’(g)g−1, and thus, ’(g)=g,
which further yields ’(gh) = ’(g)’0(h) = gh for all h ∈ G, i.e., ’ is the identity
permutation on G. Thus, unless ’=idG, the corresponding power function is a mapping
 :G → {1; 2; : : : ; n−1}, where n is the order of ’. We shall be using this observation
from now on.
Lemma 2. Let ’ be a skew-morphism of a group G and let  be the power function
of ’. Then for all k ¿ 1 and all g; h ∈ G;
’k(gh) = ’k(g)’
∑k−1
i=0 (’
i(g))(h): (2)
Proof. We use induction on k. The case k=1 is an easy consequence of the de4nition
of a skew-morphism and the computation
∑1−1
i=0 (’
i(g))=(’0(g))=(g). Assuming
(2) to be true for k − 1, we obtain
’k(gh) =’(’k−1(gh)) = ’(’k−1(g)’
∑k−2
i=0 (’
i(g))(h))
=’(’k−1(g))’(’
k−1(g))(’
∑k−2
i=0 (’
i(g))(h))) = ’k(g)’
∑k−1
i=0 (’
i(g))(h):
Lemma 3. Let ’ be a skew-morphism of G not equal to the identity; let n be the
order of ’; and let  :G → {1; 2; : : : ; n−1} be the power function of ’. Then for any
g; h ∈ G; we have
(gh) ≡
(g)−1∑
i=0
(’i(h)) (mod n): (3)
Proof. Let g and h be two elements of G. Then, for any element b of G, the
value for ’(ghb) can be computed in two ways. First, following the de4nition of
a skew-morphism we have
’(ghb) = ’((gh)b) = ’(gh)’(gh)(b) = ’(g)’(g)(h)’(gh)(b):
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Second, using a diJerent bracketing and applying formula (2) in the last step (which
may be used since (g)¿ 1 is assumed for each g ∈ G), we obtain
’(ghb) =’(g(hb)) = ’(g)’(g)(hb)
=’(g)’(g)(h)’
∑(g)−1
i=0 (’
i(h))(b):
Our lemma follows by comparing the results of the two computations above.
Formula (2) can be used for deriving various algebraic properties of the power
function.
Lemma 4. Let ’ be a skew-morphism of a group G and let  be the power function
of ’. Then the following holds:
1. the set G(’) = {g ∈ G |(g) = 1} is a subgroup of G;
2. (g) = (h) if and only if g and h belong to the same right coset of the subgroup
G(’) in G;
3. the set Fix(’) = {g ∈ G |’(g) = g} is a subgroup of G;
4. (ghg−1) = 1 for all h ∈ G(’) ∩ Fix(’) and all g ∈ G;
5. the group G(’) ∩ Fix(’) is a normal subgroup of Fix(’).
Proof. 1. The unit element 1G obviously belongs to G(’). Now, if (g) = 1, then
1=(gg−1)=
∑(g)−1
i=0 (’
i(g−1))=(’0(g−1))=(g−1), hence G(’) is closed under
taking inverses. If both g and h belong to G(’), then (gh) =
∑(g)−1
i=0 (’
i(h)) =
(h) = 1, and we conclude that G(’) is a subgroup of G.
2. If both g and h belong to the same right coset of G(’), then g = bh for some
b ∈ G(’) and (g) = (bh) =∑(b)−1i=0 (’i(h)) = (h) as (b) = 1. For the con-
verse, if (g) = (h) then, using (3) we obtain: 1 = (gg−1) =
∑(g)−1
i=0 (’
i(g−1)) =∑(h)−1
i=0 (’
i(g−1)) = (hg−1). Thus, hg−1 ∈ G(’), which means that g and h are in
the same coset of G(’).
3. If ’(g)=g, then 1G=’(g−1g)=’(g−1)’(g
−1)(g)=’(g−1)g. Thus, ’(g−1)=g−1,
which means that the set of elements of G stabilized by ’ is closed under taking
inverses. If both g and h are stabilized by ’, then ’(gh) =’(g)’(g)(h) = gh, and we
conclude that the set Fix(’) of elements stabilized by ’ is a subgroup of G.
4. Let h ∈ G(’)∩Fix(’). For all g ∈ G, (gh)=∑(g)−1i=0 (’i(h))=
∑(g)−1
i=0 (h)=∑(g)−1
i=0 1 = (g). From this it easily follows that (ghg
−1) =
∑(gh)−1
i=0 (’
i(g−1)) =∑(g)−1
i=0 (’
i(g−1)) = (gg−1) = (1G) = 1.
5. Finally, if h ∈ G(’) ∩ Fix(’) and g ∈ Fix(’) then ghg−1 ∈ G(’) by the
above computation, and ’(ghg−1) = ’(gh)’(gh)(g−1) = ’(gh)g−1 = ’(g)’(g)
(h)g−1 = ghg−1.
4. Skew-morphisms and regular Cayley maps
As we have seen in the previous section, skew-morphisms have a number of algebraic
properties, and are, in fact, quite close in character to group automorphisms. Next, we
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will show that they also have a close relation to regular Cayley maps. The results
presented here closely follow the techniques introduced in [7,10]. None of these papers,
however, uses the concept of a skew-morphism that (we believe) adds a lot of clarity
to these ideas.
As mentioned in the preliminaries, a Cayley map M =CM (G; X; p) is regular if and
only if there exists a rotary mapping  whose restriction to X is equal to p. More
precisely, by [6], M is regular if and only if there exists a permutation  of G whose
restriction to X is equal to p and satis4es the three conditions: (i) (1G) = 1G, (ii)
(a)−1(ax) ∈ X , and (iii) (a)−1(ap(x))=p((a)−1(ax)), for all a ∈ G and x ∈ X .
If M is regular, the automorphism group Aut(M) is a rotary product [7] of G with
〈〉, i.e., Aut(M) ∼= Grot 〈〉, which is the group of pairs (g; i), g ∈ G; 16 i 6 ||,
under the multiplication
(g; i) · (f; j) = (gi(f); i f j) = (gi(f); i(f)−1 · i(f · j));
where the · multiplication on the right-hand side of the formula represents left multi-
plication in G.
In our 4rst theorem we replace the relatively cumbersome concept of a rotary map-
ping by a skew-morphism.
Theorem 1. A Cayley map M = CM (G; X; p) is regular if and only if there exists a
skew-morphism ’ of G whose restriction to X is equal to p; ’|X = p.
Moreover; if M is regular; then Aut(M) = G rot 〈’〉.
Proof. Let M =CM (G; X; p) be a regular map and let  be the rotary mapping of this
map, |X = p. We will show that  is a skew-morphism of G using the following
formula for  derived in [6,9]: For an arbitrary g ∈ G, let g = x1x2 : : : xn be any
expression of g in terms of the generators from X , then
k(g) = k(x1x2 : : : xn) = b1b2 : : : bn; (4)
where b1 = k(x1), bi+1 = li(b−1i ), for 1 6 i 6 n − 1, and the exponents li are the
natural numbers determined by the equations xi+1 = li(x−1i ).
Let a now be an arbitrary element of G, and let z be any 4xed element of the
generating set X . Then (a)−1(az) belongs to X by the condition (ii) of rotary
mappings, and since |X = p is a cyclic permutation of X , there exists an integer
r; 0 6 r ¡ |X |, such that (a)−1(az) = r(z). We claim that (ab) = (a)r(b) for
all b ∈ G. To prove our claim, consider 4rst the possibility b = y ∈ X . Showing that
(ay) = (a)r(y) is equivalent to showing that (a)−1(ay) = r(y). This second
identity can be proved as follows. First, since  acts cyclically on X; y = l(z), for
some 06 l¡ |X |. Thus, (a)−1(ax)=(a)−1(al(z)). Then, applying repeatedly the
property (iii) of rotary mappings, we obtain: (a)−1(al(z))=((a)−1(al−1(z)))=
· · ·= l((a)−1(az)) = l(r(z)) = r(l(z)) = r(y), which proves our claim for all
elements y of X . To complete the proof, let b be an arbitrary element of G, and let
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a = x1x2 : : : xk ; b = xk+1xk+2 : : : xm be expressions for a and b in terms of generators
from X . The formula (4) yields for (ab):
(ab) = (x1x2 : : : xkxk+1 : : : xm) = b1b2 : : : bkbk+1 : : : bm;
where b1 = (x1) and bi+1 = li(b−1i ), xi+1 = 
li(x−1i ), 16 i¡m. Similarly, applying
the formula (4) to (a)r(b), we obtain:
(a)r(b) = (x1x2 : : : xk)r(xk+1xk+2 : : : xm) = b1b2 : : : bkck+1ck+2 : : : cm;
where b1 = (x1) and bi+1 = li(b−1i ), xi+1 = 
li(x−1i ), 16 i¡ k, and ck+1 = 
r(xk+1)
while ci+1 = li(c−1i ), xi+1 = 
li(x−1i ), k ¡ i¡m. It is obvious now that the identity
(ab) = (a)r(b) is equivalent to the condition bk+1 = r(xk+1). This follows by
substituting xk+1 for y in the identity (ay)=(a)r(y) proved already for all y ∈ X .
We conclude that  is a skew-morphism of G.
To prove the reverse direction of our theorem, let us assume that G admits a
skew-morphism ’ whose restriction to X is equal to p. It is not hard to verify that ’
satis4es the requirements (i)–(iii) and is therefore a rotary mapping for CM (G; X; p).
Thus CM (G; X; p) is a regular map. Similarly, Aut(M) = G rot 〈’〉 since ’ is ‘just’
the rotary mapping from the original theorem in [6].
(The reader interested in more details on the structure of Aut(M) should consult the
paper [10]).
If CM (G; X; p) is regular and the corresponding skew-morphism is ’, the values
(x) for the generators x ∈ X can be easily computed using the “distribution of in-
verses” in X with respect to p: For any x ∈ X , we have 1G = ’(1G) = ’(xx−1) =
’(x)’(x)(x−1), hence, ’(x)(x−1) = ’(x)−1. Since ’|X = p; ’(x)−1 = p(x)−1 and
’(x)(x−1) = p(x)(x−1), and thus (x) is the “distance” of p(x)−1 from x−1 with re-
spect to p. If we de4ne for each x ∈ X the function &(x) to be the smallest non-negative
integer k such that pk(x)=x−1, then ’(x)−1=p(x)−1=p&(p(x))(p(x))=p&(p(x))+1(x)=
p&(p(x))+1(p−&(x)(x−1)) = p&(p(x))−&(x)+1(x−1), and therefore
(x) = &(p(x))− &(x) + 1: (5)
The rest of the values for  can be easily computed using formula (3) and the fact
that X generates G:
(gx) =
(g)−1∑
i=0
(’i(x)) = (x) + (’(x)) + · · ·+ (’(g)−1(x))
= &(p(x))− &(x) + 1 + &(p2(x))− &(p(x)) + 1 + · · ·+ &(p(g)(x))
− &(p(g)−1(x)) + 1
= &(p(g)(x))− &(x) + (g);
which yields the formula
(gx) = &(p(g)(x))− &(x) + (g): (6)
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Thus, given a Cayley map M = CM (G; X; p), one can compute the values for 
even without an explicit knowledge of ’. This gives us, in particular, a quickly ver-
i4able necessary condition for the regularity of M : if M is regular, ’ has to be a
skew-morphism and the associated power function  has to satisfy all the conditions
listed in Lemma 4. If any of the conditions fails, M is not regular. Furthermore, if the
conditions do not fail, it is easy to construct ’ from  and from the identity ’|X=p as
X generates G. We demonstrate the simplicity of these computations on the following
example.
Let G be the dihedral group D6, let X ={x; x5; x3; y} be the set of generators (with x
being the rotation by 60◦ and y being any of the reTections), and let p= (x; x5; x3; y).
Then &(x) = 1, &(x5) = 3; &(x3) = 0, and &(y) = 0. The power function  can be
computed as follows (with all the computations performed modulo |’|= 4):
(x) = &(p(x))− &(x) + 1 = &(x5)− &(x) + 1 = 3− 1 + 1 ≡ 3;
(x5) = &(p(x5))− &(x5) + 1 = &(x3)− &(x5) + 1 = 0− 3 + 1 =−2 ≡ 2;
(x3) = &(p(x3))− &(x3) + 1 = &(y)− &(x3) + 1 = 0− 0 + 1 ≡ 1;
(y) = &(p(y))− &(y) + 1 = &(x)− &(y) + 1 = 1− 0 + 1 ≡ 2;
and, for example:
(x2) = (xx) = &(p(x)(x))− &(x) + (x) = &(p3(x))− &(x) + (x)
= &(y)− &(x) + (x) = 0− 1 + 3 = 2;
(yx) = &(p(y)(x))− &(x) + (y) = &(p2(x))− &(x) + (y)
= &(x3)− &(x) + (y) = 0− 1 + 2 = 1;
and, as a consequence:
’(yx) = ’(y)’(y)(x) = ’(y)’2(x) = p(y)p2(x) = xx3 = x4:
Theorem 1 extends to a characterization of groups admitting regular Cayley maps
similar to the one presented in [10] and proved with the help of rotary mappings.
Theorem 2. A group G admits a regular Cayley map CM (G; X; p) if and only if
there exists a skew-morphism ’ of G that has a symmetric orbit X that generates
the group G.
Proof. If CM (G; X; p) is regular, then there exists a skew-morphism ’ whose restric-
tion to X is equal to p (Theorem 1). Clearly, X is an orbit of ’ in its action on G
that is closed under taking inverses and generates G.
Conversely, if G admits a skew-morphism ’ with an orbit X closed under tak-
ing inverses and generating G, then 1G ∈X as {1G} is a separate orbit of ’, and
CM (G; X; ’|X ) is a Cayley map. It is also regular due to Theorem 1.
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Despite the relative simplicity of the statement of Theorem 2, given a speci4c 4nite
group G the decision of whether G admits a regular Cayley map depends on a detailed
knowledge of all the skew-morphisms of G. The set Skew(G) of all skew-morphisms
of G (unlike the set of all automorphisms of G) does not necessarily constitute a group,
i.e., Skew(G) may not be closed under composition, and hence may not be a subgroup
of StabSym(G)(1G). This can be resolved by considering the set 〈Skew(G)〉 generated by
the elements of Skew(G) inside the full symmetric group Sym(G). Clearly, 〈Skew(G)〉
is a subgroup of StabSym(G)(1G), and it is easy to verify that it is a rotary closed
subgroup [7,10] of StabSym(G)(1G). (A subgroup K of StabSym(G)(1G) is said to be
rotary closed if ’ a  = ’(a)−1 · ’(a ·  ), where · represents left multiplication in
G, belongs to K for all ’;  ∈ K and a ∈ G.) Therefore ([7,10]), it is possible to
construct the rotary extension G rot 〈Skew(G)〉. It follows from the results we have
proved that all the automorphism groups of Cayley maps based on G are contained in
the product G rot 〈Skew(G)〉. We also observe the following two chains of groups:
〈idG〉6 InnAut(G)6Aut(G)6 〈Skew(G)〉6StabSym(G)(1G)
and
G6Aut(CM (G; X; p))6G rot 〈Skew(G)〉6 G rot StabSym(G)(1G)
= Sym(G)
for all Cayley maps CM (G; X; p).
It seems feasible that Theorem 2 opens up the possibility of solving the following.
Problem 1. Classify all the ;nite groups G that admit a regular Cayley map
CM (G; X; p).
5. Applications
We have seen in the previous sections that the concept of a skew-morphism uni4es
and generalizes all the concepts previously used in the theory of regular Cayley maps.
In this last section we shall demonstrate the usefulness of this unifying approach by
reproving a classical result from [2,11] as well as deriving several necessary criteria
for regular embeddability of a Cayley graph.
First, as a trivial corollary of formula (4) one can observe that the order of a
skew-morphism  of a regular Cayley map CM (G; X; p) is not only divisible by the
size of its orbit X , but it is actually equal to |X |: for any a in G and any expression
x1x2 : : : xm = a, xi ∈ X ,
|X |(a) = |X |(x1x2 : : : xm) = b1b2 : : : bm;
where b1 = |X |(x1) = x1, b2 = l1 (b−11 ) = 
l1 (x−11 ) = x2, and, by induction, bi = xi for
all 16 i6m, i.e., |X |(a) = x1x2 : : : xm = a for all a ∈ G.
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Since  is not equal to idG, this implies further that the power map  of  is a
mapping from G to Zn − {0}, where n, being the size of a proper subset X of G,
is strictly smaller than |G|. Hence, there are at least two distinct elements a; b in G
such that (a)=(b), and G(’) must be a non-trivial subgroup of G. This observation
yields, for instance, that any regular Cayley map of the cyclic group Zp, with p being
a prime, must be balanced. This also implies the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let p be a prime; let Zp be the cyclic group of order p; let a be an
arbitrary non-zero element of Zp; and let b be an element of Zp of multiplicative
order k. Then the Cayley map
CM (Zp; {a; ab; ab2; ab3; : : : ; abk−1}; (a; ab; ab2; ab3; : : : ; abk−1))
is regular and every regular Cayley map of Zp is of this form.
It is known [2] that a complete graph Km is regularly embeddable in an orientable
surface if and only if m is a prime power pn. Furthermore, any regular embedding of
a complete graph Kpn is isomorphic to a balanced Cayley map CM (F;F∗; r), where
F is the 4nite 4eld GF(pn) and r is a power map (1; u; u2; u3; : : : ; up
n−2), with u
being a primitive element of F∗ [11]. To reprove these results using the concept
of a skew-morphism, observe 4rst that the orientation preserving automorphism group
Aut(M) of any regular 2-cell embedding M of Km in an orientable surface must be
sharply 2-transitive in its action on the vertices of Km. Thus, Aut(M) must be a
Frobenius group (see e.g. [4]). The Structure Theorem for Finite Frobenius Groups
[4] asserts that Aut(M) must therefore contain a subgroup K acting regularly on the
vertices of Km. It follows that M is a Cayley map of the complete Cayley graph
C(K; K − {1K}). The rest of the above mentioned result follows from the following
lemma.
Lemma 6. Let M = CM (G;G − {1G}; r) be a regular Cayley map. Then G is an
elementary p-group; the permutation r is a group automorphism of G; and the map
M is balanced.
Proof. Let M = CM (G;G − {1G}; r) be a regular Cayley map, and let ’ be the
skew-morphism of G whose restriction to X = G − {1G} is equal to r. We will show
that ’ is a group automorphism of G.
Let n denote the size of G. Clearly, the order of ’ is n−1, and therefore ’n−1=idG.
Let g be an arbitrary non-identity element of G. Then gh = ’n−1(gh) for all h in G.
Now, applying formula (2),
’n−1(gh) = ’n−1(g)’
∑n−2
i=0 (’
i(g))(h) = g’
∑n−2
i=0 (’
i(g))(h):
Comparing the two expressions for ’n−1(gh) we obtain
∑n−2
i=0 (’
i(g)) ≡ 0 (mod n−1).
On the other hand, since ’ acts cyclically on all of X , and g = 1G,
∑n−2
i=0 (’
i(g)) =
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∑
x∈X (x), and thus,
∑
x∈X (x) ≡ 0 (mod n− 1). Using (1G) = 1, we can conclude
that
∑
h∈G (h) ≡ 1 (mod n− 1). Finally, let g be an arbitrary element of G. Then
∑
h∈G
(h) =
∑
h∈G
(gh) =
∑
h∈G
(g)−1∑
i=0
(’i(h)) = (g) ·
∑
h∈G
(h):
Hence, 1 ≡ (g) · 1 (mod n− 1) for all g ∈ G, i.e., (g) = 1 for all g ∈ G and  is a
group automorphism of G.
The rest of the statement is a simple consequence of the well-known fact that the
order of the image of any element g of G under a group automorphism of G must
divide the order of g. Since ’ acts cyclically on X and is a group automorphism of G,
all the elements in X must be of the same order. Thus, all the non-identity elements
of G are of the same order, and this order must necessarily be some prime number p.
It follows that G is a p-group, the center of G is non-trivial, and since all non-identity
elements of G are conjugate, all elements of G belong to the center. Hence, G is an
elementary p-group.
The following theorem might explain why most of the known regular Cayley maps
are balanced Cayley maps.
Theorem 3. Let G be a group; and let k be the smallest index of a non-trivial sub-
group of G. Then any regular Cayley map CM (G; X; p) satisfying |X | 6 k must be
balanced.
Proof. Let CM (G; X; p) be a regular Cayley map, and let (g) be the power map
of the skew-morphism ’ whose restriction to X is equal to p. Let us suppose that
the theorem is not true, and ’ is not a group automorphism of G, i.e., (g) is not
identically equal to 1. Then G(’) is a subgroup of G of index at least k. All the
cosets of G(’) are assigned diJerent  values, while  :G → {1; 2; : : : ; |X | − 1}. Since
|X |6 k, this is clearly impossible.
Corollary 1. Let G be a ;nite group that has no generating set X consisting entirely
of elements of the same order; and let k be the smallest index of a non-trivial subgroup
of G. Then no Cayley map CM (G; X; p) such that |X |6 k is regular.
Let us conclude our paper with a few notes concerning Problem 1. All 4nite cyclic
groups admit a balanced regular representation CM (G; {x; x−1}; (x; x−1)), where x gen-
erates G, due to the fact that ’(a) = a−1; a ∈ G, is a group automorphism for all
abelian groups G. These are, however, rather uninteresting examples. In order to con-
struct more interesting examples of regular Cayley maps based on cyclic groups, one
has to observe that due to the uniqueness of subgroups of any given order (dividing the
order of the cyclic group G), any skew-morphism ’ of G must preserve the subgroup
G(’) setwise. Since (g)=1 for all g ∈ G(’), the restriction ’|G(’) must be a group
automorphism of G(’) and as such must be somewhat close to a group automorphism
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of G. It is not known to us at this point which cyclic groups admit other than balanced
or antibalanced regular Cayley maps. We therefore propose the following re4nement
of Problem 1.
Problem 2. Classify all the ;nite groups G that admit a regular Cayley map
CM (G; X; p) that is neither balanced nor antibalanced.
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